
Ceramic Collaborations



Justin Rothshank’s decal work on soda-fired earthenware



Brett Kern’s trompe l’oeil inflatable dinosaurs



Rothshannk/Kern collaboration



Rothshank’s 
political 
figures mugs



Isaac Scott’s photography of the protest movement



Rothshank/Scott 
collaborative vases



Troy Bungart’s atmospheric rabbit cups



Rothshank/Bungart collaboration



Briggan Maxson’s jugs 



Rothshank/Maxson 
collaborative jug



Amy Smith’s mishima porcelain



Rothshank/Smith collaboration



Nikki Blair’s 
jars



Rothshank/Blair collaborations



Horatio Castillas, Jr.



Rothshank/Castillas 
plate collaboration



Samantha Hostert’s soda-fired mishima ware



Rothshank/Hostert 
collaboration



Deb Schwartzkopf 
pitcher



Rothshank/Schwartzkopf 
pitcher



And lest you think the only way to 
collaborate is to have Justin 
Rothshank stick decals all over  
your work...



Brenda Lichman’s slip-decorated, soda-fired porcelain



Brenda Lichman



Paul Ide



Lichman/Ide 
collaboration



Mike Cinelli urns and vases



Margaret Haden vases



Cinelli/Haden 
Collaborative Urn



Resources

https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/ceramics-monthly/ceramic-art-and-artists/ceramic-a
rtists/collaborative-companions/

https://www.luxcenter.org/exhibitions/c3-cultivating-ceramic-collaboration

https://rothshank.com/

https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/ceramics-monthly/ceramic-art-and-artists/ceramic-artists/collaborative-companions/
https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/ceramics-monthly/ceramic-art-and-artists/ceramic-artists/collaborative-companions/
https://www.luxcenter.org/exhibitions/c3-cultivating-ceramic-collaboration
https://rothshank.com/


Our PGF Collaborative Projects

We will plan on showing them at the October meeting and perhaps in the gallery.

You and your partner can decide on how to collaborate—there are many ways, 
and you will have to communicate. I am not prescribing any particular rules, other 
than each person should have done at least one physical part of making the 
pieces.

You can make as many or as few pieces as you would like. This is supposed to be 
fun and it is YOUR project!



Suggested method:

1) Each partner makes 2 – 5 pieces and bisque fires them
2) Partners trade bisque ware
3) Partners decorate each other’s work and glaze fire it.



Suggested dates:

June 7: pair up/find a partner

Beginning of July: decide what each person is making and discuss 
materials and firing methods

Beginning of August: bisque work completed & ready to trade with partner

Mid-September: final firing of surface treatment/glaze

October 4: present finished work at PGF meeting



Things to discuss/decide with partner:

1) What temperature can your clay be fired to? If your partner wants to fire your 
work to cone 10 and you only have cone 6 clay, get come cone 10 clay to 
work with—you and your partner may want to trade wet clay before you even 
start. TALK BEFORE YOU START.

2) Do you want to decorate surfaces in the bisque or the greenware state? Make 
arrangements to trade at the right state to suit your surface decorating 
method.

3) Do you want the pieces to all create a single body of work, or do you want to 
try a bunch of different things? You can trade some random items of bisque 
you have lying around, or you can make things to particularly suit this project.


